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ABSTRACT

This thesis, assum ing the European m arket for iron ore is an oligopoly, 

tests two hypotheses. The first is that all participants in the European iron ore 

m arket play a Cournot game in quantities; and the second is that at least one 

of the players, presumably Brazil, is acting as a Stackelberg leader.

The oligopolistic nature of the European iron ore m arket is discussed 

along w ith  the tw o models, the C ournot model and the Stackelberg model. 

The test variable, conjectural variation, is then derived from the two models. 

Conjectural variation describes the expectations of one country about the 

reaction of the other countries to a change in its output. The test variable is 

show n to depend on price elasticity of dem and, m arket share, price, and 

m arginal cost.

The results indicate that Brazil acts as a Stackelberg leader in that it 

considers, or takes into account, the reactions of other countries to a change 

in its output. Brazil thereby has an additional factor to take into consideration 

w hen m aking its profit maximizing decision.

The other countries, however, seem to play a C ournot game. They 

apparently  do not consider, or anticipate, any changes in the ou tpu t of their 

com petitors w hen they alone change their output. They consider only the 

level of com petitor ou tpu t, and regard  that ou tpu t as given, in  a know n 

C ournot m anner.

iii
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The major factor explaining the changes in the conjectural variation is 

m arket share. An increasing m arket share, according to the study, causes the 

conjectural variation  to m ove aw ay from a C ournot situation  tow ard  a 

Stackelberg situation.

Brazil increased its ou tpu t capacity and m arket share during the late 

1980s and early 1990s. This has led to a strengthened Brazilian position in the 

European market. There are reasons to believe that Brazil is trying to increase 

its s tren g th  even fu rth er bo th  in the E uropean  m arke t and , m ore 

im portantly , in the Japanese m arket. The capacity of the large Carajâs 

opera tion  is increasing and  the p roduction  cost in  th is opera tion  is 

significantly below the cost of production elsewhere in the w orld. Brazil's 

cost of production is currently so low that even if the cost of transportation is 

included, Brazil m ight be able to supply the Japanese m arket at a lower c&f 

(cost and freight) price than, for example, Australia. It is therefore possible 

that Brazil could develop its position as a Stackelberg leader in the w orld 

m arket for iron ore. This does not mean, however, that Brazil is expected to 

"take over" the w orld m arket by simply out competing other suppliers. Some 

of the possible actions that a small m ining operation could take to survive 

m igh t be engaged in  short-term  contracts w ith  trad itiona l or nearby 

custom ers, or to devote itself to p roduct differentiation. Future buyer 

diversification, either for strategic reasons or for technological reasons, also 

favor small m ine operations.

iv
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION

From the 1970s we have seen a trem endous change in  the European 

m arket for iron ore. Long a small producer, Brazil, for example increased its 

European m arket share to 40 percent in  the early 1990s. D uring the 1980s, 

Brazil p layed a significant role in the yearly price negotiations for the 

European market. The large increase in Brazilian production is mostly due to 

the large CVRD operation in Carajâs, and although Brazil has been able to 

increase its ou tpu t in an occasionally grow ing m arket, other countries and 

m ines have seen their ou tpu ts and  m arket shares decrease. Scandinavia, 

w ith  Sweden as its major producer, has experienced not only a large decrease 

in  production, bu t has also seen its position as a dom inant part in the price 

negotiations dim inish. This shift in  com petitiveness, production , m arket 

shares, and the changing roles in price negotiations leads to some interesting 

questions.

Is Brazil playing a dom inant role in the European m arket for iron ore? 

If it is, in w hat sense? Does it set the price to maximize its ow n profit, or does 

it adjust its ou tpu t in order to gain m arket share? If Brazil is dom inant, to 

w hat extent does it control the situation? W hat role do the other iron ore 

producing countries play? Do they just sit by and observe the price a n d /o r  the 

ou tpu t from their respective competitors and adjust their ow n ou tpu t after 

these observations, or do they play a more active role?
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Purpose

U nder the assum ption tha t the European iron ore m arket can be 

described as being an oligopolistic market, two hypotheses will be tested:

a) H0: All participants in the European iron ore m arket are
playing a Cournot game.

b) H 0: At least one of the players can be regarded as a Stackelberg
leader.

A lthough I will test the last hypothesis for every country, I will emphasize 

Brazilian m arket behavior.

The outcom e of the tests is im portant. If we can observe at least one 

leader, w hat can be expected of this leader in the future? Can this leader, for 

exam ple, be expected to use its leadership to increase its pow er on the 

European m arket, and is it even possible that a leader can use its pow er on 

the A ustralian market? Furtherm ore, if we can observe at least one leader, 

i.e., if we can reject the Cournot hypothesis, we can safely conclude that the 

price is lower than in the strict Cournot case (Anderson and Engers 1992, and 

Economides 1992). The Stackelberg m odel is m ore com petitive since each 

leader selects ou tpu t in order for the followers to cut back. The implications 

for profit are m ore unsure. According to A nderson and  Engers, certain 

conditions m ust be fulfilled to conclude that the profit to the Stackelberg 

leader is higher than  the profit from the C ournot outcom e. Economides 

show ed, how ever, that the Stackelberg m odel generates higher consum er 

surpluses than the Cournot model. He showed that although the Stackelberg 

m odel leads to fewer firms, it does generate increased social welfare.
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M ethodology

The test variable to be used here is the conjectural variations, a 

param eter that measures the expected reactions from other firms to a specific 

firm 's decision regarding quantity a n d /o r  price. I will use estim ates of the 

conjectural variations for different firms or groups of firms through the 1980s 

and beginning of the 1990s.

O ther Studies of the Iron Ore M arket

O ther studies of the iron ore m arket structure are rare b u t do exist. 

Different assum ptions and hypotheses about the m arket structure have been 

used in these studies, but only one, by Peter Gooday (1992), actually tried to 

test a m arket structure hypothesis. Gooday studied price form ation in the 

Japanese m arket and assum ed a bilateral m onopoly situation in  the trade 

betw een A ustralia and Japan. The study followed the theory of bilateral 

m onopoly export trade developed by Smith (1977). U nder the assum ption of 

bilateral monopoly, Gooday calculated the upper and lower price bounds for 

the price negotiations. After identification of these bounds, he com pared 

them  w ith the actual outcome of the negotiations from 1980 to 1990.

The study  show s that the m odel of b ilateral m onopoly m ight be 

appropria te  for the iron ore trade betw een A ustralia and  Japan. It also 

indicates that, a lthough a m onopoly structure, neither of the parties, the 

Japanese steel mills and the Australian iron ore producers, used their short 

term  m arket power during those years. This study, however, considers only a 

part of the total m arket for iron ore, the Japanese m arket. The European
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m arket is treated as a marketplace where the w orld price of iron ore is settled. 

The European m arket price is treated as an exogenous variable, and the price 

form ation in the European m arket is largely ignored.

One large study of the w orld m arket for iron ore by M anners (1971) did 

not classify the m arket structure. M anners instead chose to exam ine the 

m arket by (1) the m arket places, (2) the m arket regions, and (3) the m arket 

supply areas. He identified a num ber of m arket places where bargaining for 

ore was conducted and deals concluded. The m arket regions described the 

rela tionsh ip  betw een  neighboring  m arket places, and  the rela tionsh ip  

betw een different market regions was described by the m arket supply area.

In  an a ttem pt to bu ild  an econom etric m odel, Priovolos (1987) 

described the w orld for iron ore as a bilateral oligopolistic m arket. In his 

m odel he then used the theory of bilateral m onopoly and the analysis of 

collusion and bargaining betw een negotiating parties. He em ployed a two- 

stage game where the parties first negotiated a quantity and then determ ined 

a price that w ould maximize the joint profit. As an upper bound for the price, 

he used the price that w ould put the buyer out of business, and as a lower 

bound , he used the price that w ould  pu t the seller ou t of business. The 

players in  this m odel w ere then assum ed to select their strategies on a 

probabilistic basis. The m odel was then linked in the overall m odel of the 

iron ore industry.

The m odel developed in the pages that follow attem pts to fill in  the 

gap betw een the studies of the w orld m arket for iron ore and the studies 

concerned only w ith the Japanese market.
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Scope

This study  w ill deal w ith  the European m arket only. The major 

supp liers  to th is m arket are A frica, A ustra lia , Brazil, C anada, and  

Scandinavia. Only w hat these regions supply  to the European m arket is 

considered in the analysis. While Africa and Scandinavia are not countries, 

in  bo th  we find one dom inant country — South Africa in Africa, and 

Sweden in Scandinavia.

It w ould be preferable to use companies instead of countries in the 

analysis, but company-specific data are not available. In almost every country, 

how ever, we can observe a dom inant com pany — CVRD in Brazil, and 

LKAB in Sweden for example — so the use of countries instead of companies 

should not severely im pact the results.

Finaly the study covers the years 1984 to 1992, a time w ith  turbulent 

prices, changing m arket situations, and unsure participants and tim ing of 

price negotiations.

O utline

Chapter 2 describes of the European iron ore market. The idea that the 

w orld  m arket is separated into tw o m arkets w ith  different structures is 

discussed. The changing m arket shares and the price over time are described 

along w ith  a description of the price formation and the price negotiations.

The models used in the analysis are described in chapter 3. The first 

section of chapter 3 describes oligopoly and discusses recent research in 

industrial organization leading towards the two models used in the analysis.
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Chapter 4 describes and develop the test variable, conjectural variation, 

and chapter 5 describes the actual test procedure. Chapters 6 and 7 summarize 

the results and discuss the conclusions.
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Chapter 2 

BACKGROUND

Two M arkets, Two M arket Structures

Disregarding the difference in iron ore qualities, there are basically two 

m arkets for internationally traded  iron ore, the Japanese m arket and the 

E uropean m arket. Japanese and E uropean steel m akers dom inate the 

dem and side of the m arket and Brazilian and Australian producers dominate 

the supply side. Price negotiations norm ally take place once a year in both  

m arkets. The two "different" m arkets have different times for negotiations. 

The price on the European m arket, norm ally betw een Brazil and steel mills 

in Europe, is most often negotiated in December and January, while the price 

on the Japanese m arket, between Japan and Australia, is negotiated in March 

and April. This difference in time m eans that the Japanese steel mills and 

producers in Australia often are faced w ith a European m arket price w hen 

they start to negotiate, m aking the analysis of this m arket in some sense 

easier. Faced w ith this European price and considering the relative size of the 

Japanese consum ers and  A ustra lian  p roducers, the m odel of b ila tera l 

m onopoly has been shown to fit quite well (Gooday 1992).

The European m arket is more complicated. There is no recent Japanese 

price to guide negotiations, and the Brazilian m arket share on the European 

m arket is smaller than  the Australian m arket share on the Japanese market. 

This smaller Brazilian significance on the European m arket is reflected by the
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fact that a small m ine in M auritania signed the first contract of importance in 

1993 (traditionally this is the role of Brazil). The European m arket seems thus 

m ore com petitive, and  the m odel of b ilateral m onopoly appears less 

appropriate for the European market.

The European M arket

The major exporting countries and regions supplying Europe w ith iron 

ore are Africa, A ustralia, Brazil, Canada, and Scandinavia. Together they 

supply about 90 percent of the European m arket (table 1). Brazil, followed by 

Australia, has experienced the largest increase in the European m arket share. 

Brazil has increased its m arket share from 30 percent in 1984 to 40 percent in 

1993. This increase has been offset by a decrease in the African m arket share. 

This does not mean, however, that African production has decreased. Most of 

the increasing m arket share in Brazil is due to its ability to increase supply in 

a growing market. Scandinavia and Canada have also experienced a decrease 

in their m arket shares, though their shares rem ain around 10 to 12 percent.

Prior to and during the observed period, Brazil opened and developed 

the large Carajâs operation. W ith this operation, Brazil could supply  the 

w orld w ith  high quality ore at a very low average production cost (half the 

Canadian cost and a th ird  of the Scandinavian cost). This seems to be the 

m ajor reason beh ind  the increasing Brazilian m arket share in bo th  the 

European and Japanese markets.
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Table 1. European Market Shares of Selected Countries, 1984-1993 (%)

From 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

Brazil 30 31 31 34 33 34 41 38 41 40

Australia 13 14 13 14 16 15 14 16 17 18

Africa 24 20 20 19 19 20 15 12 11 14

Scandinavia 13 12 12 11 10 10 10 10 11 9

Canada 11 14 15 14 13 12 11 13 12 10

Others 8 9 9 9 8 9 9 10 9 9

Source: Swedish Geological Survey. 1989-1993, Jarnmalmsrevy [Iron Ore Review]
United Nations. Trade and Development Board. 1994. Review of Iron Ore 
Statistics, Iron ore statistics 1986-1993.

Prices decreased betw een 1984 and 1989. The prices recovered slightly 

during 1989-1991, bu t started to decrease again after 1992. The price trend for 

an extended time can be seen in figure 1. The price trend rem ained relatively 

stable before 1975 and it was around this period the Carajâs operation started. 

Also, it was the Brazilian company CVRD that signed the first contract of 

importance, i.e. Brazil set the benchmark price for deliveries in 1976-1978.

Canada signed the first contract of importance in 1979, and m anaged to 

raise the price. After that, in 1980 and 1982, it was again Brazil w ho accepted a 

price decrease. This is, however, just part of the story. W hen the Brazilian 

com pany CVRD again signed the first contract for deliveries in 1989-1992, 

they m anaged to negotiate a price increase. For deliveries in 1993 and 1994 

there  w as a sharp  decrease in  price, this tim e not due  to Brazilian
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negotiations, b u t to SNIM in M auritania and H am ersly in Australia. Both 

signed the first contracts allowing a significant reduction in price.

£
15
10
5
0

ON CO in in rHT—1

ON 5 5 £ £ & &
year

Figure 1. Average Price (f.o.b.) for Brazilian Ore in $ /m etric ton for the 
years 1967 to 1994.

Source: Swedish Geological Survey. 1989-1993,
Jarnmalmsrevy [Iron Ore Review]

Price Form ation

Prices of iron ore are settled in annual negotiations that start at specific 

times of the year. The negotiations usually take place on the European and 

Japanese m arket independently. On the European m arket, the reference price 

is usually set by Brazil's CVRD and German steel mills. This price is regarded
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as a benchm ark for other suppliers to the European m arket w ho adjust their 

f.o.b prices to com pete on a c&f Rotterdam  basis. A lthough the price 

negotiations in the Japanese and  European m arkets are regarded  as 

independent, a rather close interaction can be observed after 1988. According 

to the TEX reports from  1992-93, there have been sm all and  alm ost 

unchanged price differences (f.o.b) betw een A ustralian deliveries to Japan 

and Brazilian deliveries to Europe after 1988. H ow ever, relatively large 

differences in  prices can be observed between A ustralian deliveries to Japan 

and  Brazilian deliveries to Japan. The price charged by  Brazil on the 

European m arket is also relatively low compared to the price charged to the 

Japanese market.

Negotiations on the European m arket have tended to be delayed in 

recent years. Brazil always gets the first opportunity to negotiate price w ith 

G erm an steel mills. During the mid-1980s and beginning of the 1990s they 

have, how ever, frequently  "missed" this opportunity . In  some cases the 

Japanese m arket has settled price before the European m arket, and in  other 

cases (as, for example, in 1992) other suppliers in Europe have been able to set 

prices in Europe before Brazil (table 2).

A lthough in recent years the Japanese m arket has been settled before 

the European, there is a Brazilian dominance on the European market. This 

dom inance, however, w as broken by surprise by a relatively small mine in 

M auritania (SNIM) w ho settled the first price for deliveries in  1993 to France.
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Table 2. Iron Ore Market Price Setting in Japanese and European Markets, 
1984-1992 (and partly for 1993,1994).

Japanese Market European Market
Year Date Setter Change Date Setter Change
1984 01/20/84 CVRD -11.6% 12/07/83 QCM/Germany -8.5%
1985 01/31/85 MMTC 0.0% 12/07/84 QCM/Germany 0.0%
1986 02/14/86 MMTC -1.9% 12/03/85 QCM/Germany -1.1%
1987 02/20/87 Newman -5.0% 03/05/87 QCM/Holland -9.3%
1988 12/22/87 Hamersly -4.0% 12/24/87 Hamersly/Britain 8.6%
1989 12/14/88 Hamersly 13.0% 12/19/88 CVRD/Germany 13.0%
1990 01/24/90 Hamersly 16.0% 01/27/90 CVRD/Germany 16.0%
1991 01/30/91 Hamersly 7.9% 01/31/91 CVRD/Germany 7.9%
1992 12/17/91 Hamersly -4.9% 12/17/91 CVRD/Germany -4.9%
1993 12/22/92 SNIM/France -11%
1994 Feb.. 1994 Hamersly -9.5%

Note: The first settlement each year is shown in bold.
Source: World Bank, 1992.

Swedish Geological Survey, 1992, Jarnmalmsrevy 1992. [Iron Ore review, 1992]
United Nations. Trade and Development Board. 1994. Review of the current situation 
and outlook for iron ore - 1994.

It is im p o rtan t to no te  th a t m any  nego tia tions are  annual 

renegotiations of prices for delivery in the future that are already contracted. 

Most of the trade in iron ore in the last 25 years has taken place under long

term  contracts lasting at least five years (Rogers and Robertson 1987). In the 

iron ore industry  these contracts generally state the yearly quantities w ith  

some degree of flexibility, usually betw een plus or m inus 10 percent to 25 

percent. The contracts also m ost often state that the prices for the contracted 

quantities are to be renegotiated on a yearly basis.

Shorter contracts do exist. The shortest are annual, because of the time 

of m ining, processing and shipping. A nnual arrangem ents are m ost often 

used by the Swedish iron ore producer LKAB, whose output is mainly sold to
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W estern Europe. M edium  contracts, between two and five years, are unusual. 

The only examples of m edium  contracts are to be found betw een Japan and 

India.

The relatively small num ber of buyers and  sellers in  the iron ore 

m arket leads to a high degree of m utual dependence. This dependence is 

streng thened  by the segm entation of the m arket, a resu lt of long-term  

relationships and the heterogeneity of the ore. The requirem ents of a steel 

m ill m ight be very specific, further lim iting the num ber of suppliers. In 

addition, the fact that iron ore makes up only a small portion of the price of 

steel, and that there are no im m ediate substitutes for iron ore, results in a 

relatively low price elasticity of dem and for iron ore.

The supply of iron ore is also relatively short run  inelastic w ith respect 

to  price. The o u tp u t is lim ited  by the existing o u tp u t capacity and 

developm ent of new  capacity, w hich often includes investm ents in new 

mines, processing facilities and infrastructures, all very capital intensive and 

tak ing  m any years to com plete. These h igh  in itial capital costs also 

discourage ou tpu t reduction in  times of decreasing dem and. Investments in 

existing capacities can be regarded  as being sunk costs, i.e., costs of 

investm ents that can produce a stream  of benefits over a long horizon bu t 

can never be recouped (Tirole 1990). There are therefore reasons to believe 

that an existing mine has incentives to operate at capacity regardless of short- 

run  variations in price.

The observed short-run instability of iron ore production and price is 

very likely the result of relatively high income elasticity of dem and, and the
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use of long-term contracts is argued to be one factor in stabilizing the m arket 

(Rogers and Robertson 1987). The instability  creates problem s for bo th  

producers and consumers, and the use of long-term contracts is one way to 

decrease uncertainties in iron ore trade.

This background on the European m arket m akes it reasonable to 

assume that the strategic variable in competition is quantity rather than price. 

Each mine, company, or country is thereby focusing on the quantity reaction 

from  its competitors instead of focusing on the price reactions. Instead of 

having the quantity clearing the m arket after a price settlement, the iron ore 

m arket lets the price clear the m arket after contracting quantity.

W hat is observed  is the price nego tiations, b u t before these 

negotiations every mine has a certain output capacity that it w ants to sell on 

the m arket. So the outcome of the negotiations reflects the price of a certain 

quantity that is set before the price settlement. If a leader can be identified on 

the m arket, this leader m ight be able to foresee its c o m p e tito rs ' quantity 

reactions, it has thereby an indirect ability to influence the price.
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Chapter 3 

THE MODELS

O ligopoly in General and Recent Research

Oligopoly, or competition among the few, is one of the m ost common, 

bu t least analyzed m arket structures. It is difficult to analyze because of the 

uncerta in ty  and  the involvem ent of gam e theory. These "additional" 

problem s arise from the fact that a firm working under oligopoly can (must) 

take into account its rival's actions in  m aking its ow n decisions about price 

a n d /o r  quantity. A firm in a perfectly competitive m arket does not have this 

problem  because no single firm can affect the m arket price, and a monopolist 

has no rivals to worry about.

Analysis of oligopoly usually  starts w ith  the four basic m odels of 

oligopoly behavior: the C ournot m odel, the Bertrand m odel, quantity  

leadership and price leadership. The last two models are most often analyzed 

using the Stackelberg model.

There are, of course, other oligopoly m odels including, for example, 

the Cham berlin m odel (developed in 1933) and the kinked dem and curve 

m odel (developed by Paul Sweezy in  1939). These m odels are nice tools in 

showing, for example, w hy a m arket is rigid in prices. This is not the case for 

the iron ore m arket, neither prices nor quantities are rigid, and there is no 

evidence of m onopoly profits as is suggested by the Cham berlin model. 

A nother im portan t m odel is the m odel of price leadersh ip  w hich  is
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developed in  tw o w ays, dom inant firm  leadership and  barom etric firm 

leadership. The first assumes that the leader sets the price, which is followed 

by the competitive fringe. The fringe supplies w hat it can at that given price 

and the leader supplies the "residual." In the other m odel one company is 

regarded as the barom eter of m arket conditions, lowering the price w hen the 

m arket is depressed and raising the price successfully w hen the m arket has 

"im proved." The dom inan t firm  m odel of price leadersh ip  m ight be 

appropria te  to use in  this analysis. A lthough this m odel has a different 

objective function (different from the Stackelberg model of price leadership), 

the first order condition is very sim ilar to the first order condition in the 

Stackelberg case. In order to sim plify the analysis, and  because of the 

connections w ith  Cournot and Bertrand, I will use the Stackelberg model in 

m y analysis. I w ill, how ever, show the sim ilarities in  the section that 

presents and deals w ith the Stackelberg model.

The four basic m odels — Cournot, Bertrand, and Stackelberg's two 

m odels — differ (from a game theoretical view point) by the definition of 

strategy, price or quantity, and by the information "available," i.e., w hat one 

player knows about its rivals' actions. In general, these m odels are treated as 

being "one-shot games," i.e., the players m eet only once and sim ultaneously 

and noncooperatively set the price a n d /o r  quantities for a given time. It does 

not exclude the two-stage game where firms first choose quantity and then 

charge a price or the reverse. If, for exam ple, com panies com pete in 

quantities, i.e., make a quantity precommitment prior to setting the price, we 

assume that the price is set as to clear the market.
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Because of this "one-shot limitation" it is natural to dem and that the 

strategic variable used in the m odel is not being readjusted im m ediately. 

Once chosen, we expect the selected value of the strategic variable to persist 

for some time in order for the one-shot analysis to hold (Varian 1992).

The C ournot m odel, developed in the m id-nineteenth century, uses 

quantity as the strategic variable. The quantity is most often the capacity. In 

the m odel, one firm makes its profit-m axim izing ou tpu t decision assum ing 

that the ou tpu t decisions of the other firms will be unaffected. In the next 

period the first firm m ight observe some changes m ade by the other firms, 

and , w ith  these changes taken as given, the firm  m axim izes p rofit by 

choosing a new  ou tpu t (capacity), again, w ithout expecting any ou tpu t 

changes from  the other firms. The equilibrium  in the C ournot m odel is 

derived in the next section.

The Cournot m odel was first criticized by Bertrand in 1883 w hen he 

developed the Bertrand m odel for oligopolistic behavior. In this m odel it is 

the price rather than the quantity that is taken as the strategic variable. Again, 

the decision taken by one firm is not expected to change the decisions of other 

firms. One firm m ight therefore believe that it can capture the entire m arket 

by setting a lower price than the other firms', a belief that, of course, is shared 

by the other firms.

This common belief leads to the Bertrand paradox solved by Edgeworth 

in 1897. The Bertrand paradox leads to a competitive outcome independent of 

the num ber of firms in the industry1. We get a solution closer to the theory

1See, for example, Tirole 1990, 211.
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of im perfect competition, i.e., price above m arginal cost, w hen we instead 

regard  capacity constraints, i.e., one single firm  cannot supply  the whole 

industry. This means that not all consumers w ho w ant to buy from a "low- 

cost" producer are able to do so. Other firms are thereby faced w ith  residual 

dem and.

The equilibrium  outcome of this game depends on the rationing rule, 

i.e., how the residual dem and is divided among the companies. There are 

tw o major rationing rules, the efficient rationing rule and the proportional 

rationing rule. U nder the efficient rule the m ost "eager" or the customer 

w ith  the "first contract" is served by the low-cost producer, leaving the rest of 

the dem and to the other producers. It is called efficient because it maximizes 

consumer surplus. Efficient rationing is also called parallel rationing because 

of geometrical reasons: after the low-cost producer has "dumped" his capacity 

on the market, the dem and curve is assumed to be shifted parallel to the left. 

U nder the proportional rule (or random ized rationing rule) all consum ers 

have the same probability of being served by the low-cost producer.

Since the first contract of importance in the iron ore industry is a price 

and  quantity  com m itm ent I am assum ing efficient or parallel rationing, 

because the quantity commitment in  the contract reduces the am ount of iron 

ore available to the rest of the market. This is an im portant assum ption. 

Major research that m ade significant contributions to the field of industrial 

organization done by Kreps and Scheinkman (1983) showed, very nicely, that 

w hen companies play a two-stage game, first choosing quantity (capacity) and 

then, in  a B ertrand w ay, com peting w ith  prices, the outcom e is of the
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"Cournot type." In their m odel tw o firms first choose capacities, "dump" 

these capacities on the m arket and then compete in price, i.e., they install 

capacity before price and dem and are realized. This reduction of the game, 

from  a two-stage game to a Cournot game in capacities, holds only if the 

rationing rule is the efficient one. It should not be far-fetched to assum e this 

situation in the iron ore industry. A lthough it is the price negotiations that 

are observed, the activities prior to these negotiations are m ost probably 

setting the capacities. Making use of this assum ption, and the result that a 

C ournot com petition in capacities follow ed by Bertrand com petition in 

prices, leads to the standard  Cournot outcome, speaks in favor of using the 

Cournot m odel in the analysis of the iron ore industry. Another im portant 

a ssu m p tio n  in  K reps and  Scheinkm an 's analysis for th is  "C ournot 

reduction" is that the investm ent cost (the investm ent in  new and larger 

capacities) is relatively high. H igh cost for installing capacities in one period 

creates a large discrepancy betw een cost in this period and cost in the next 

period, thereby leading to a higher willingness to "dump" existing capacities 

after the investm ent in  larger capacities has been m ade. (High investm ent 

costs in one period are assumed to be "sunk" in the next period.)

Since one of the players, usually Brazil, is "allowed" to move first, it 

seems appropriate to include the Stackelberg model of quantity leadership in 

the analysis. This model is also basically a two-stage game. One firm gets to 

move first, the other firms observe this choice and choose their ow n optimal 

level of output.
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If the capacity chosen by the first firm is held secret and the capacities 

chosen by the other firms also are held secret, the outcome is of the Cournot 

type, even if the capacities are chosen at different times. If the capacities are 

held  secret we can think of the capacities being chosen sim ultaneously. 

Research done by Anderson and Engers (1992), however, shows that even if 

the first firm  earns more under a C ournot game (secret ou tpu t choice), all 

firms will reveal their outputs in the subgame,2 suggesting the Stackelberg 

model. The idea of holding capacities a secret in the iron ore industry is in 

add ition  no t very  likely, again suggesting the Stackelberg m odel. The 

Stackelberg model is further developed later in this chapter.

It should now be obvious that, this thesis, will use the Cournot and 

Stackelberg model to analyze the iron ore market. Since this oligopoly game 

will be considered as "one-shot" in nature, a strategic variable is needed that 

cannot be changed immediately, in this case capacities. In addition, research 

as outlined above, shows that Bertrand competition in  prices after capacity 

com petition leads to the Cournot model. The im portance of the Stackelberg 

model is also show n in im portant research, outlined above, and is considered 

in this paper.

I w ill now  further develop the Cournot and Stackelberg m odels and 

derive from  them  the concept of conjectural variation. This conjectural 

variation param eter will then be used to test different hypotheses to see 

w hether the iron ore industry can be described by the Cournot, Stackelberg, or 

the Bertrand model.

2This is shown by backwards recursion and the hierarchical Stackelberg model.
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The analysis will treat the oligopoly situation as a duopoly situation. 

The purpose is to simplify the analysis. This simplification, however, does 

not change the results in any essential way.

The Cournot M odel

The C ournot m odel, developed  by A ugustin  C ourno t and  first 

published in 1838, deals w ith a hom ogeneous product which is sold by two 

sellers (duopoly) at zero cost of production. The m odel can easily be 

generalized to three or more sellers and a cost of production above zero.

Consider first a duopoly, i.e., an industry w ith  two firms, firm 1 and 

firm  2. The tw o firms are assum ed to compete in quantities. Consider the 

decisions m ade by firm  1. The problem  is to choose quantity  so as to 

maximize profit:

Max(x1) 7t1(x1, x2) = p(x1+x2)x1 -  Ci(%i) (1)

w here and x 2 are the production of firm 1 and 2, p(-) is the (inverse) 

dem and function, and C1(x1) is the total production cost for firm 1 producing 

units. The first order condition for profit maximization for firm 1 becomes

d n ^ x y  x2)
— ----- = p(x1+x2) + p'(%i+%2)%i -  Ci(%i) = 0 (2)

and the second order condition
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x2)
 2------ = 2p'(X) + p''(X)Xl -  c j '^ i )  < 0 (3)

where c1(x1) is the marginal cost and X = x^+x^  The first order condition can

be defined as firm I ’s optimal choice of output as a function of firm 2's choice

of output. The first order condition (2) has a simple interpretation. The first

and second term  are the m arginal revenue (MR). The th ird  term  represents

m arginal cost (MC). Profit m aixim izing behavior m eans, as usual, that

m arginal revenue equals marginal cost, or MR=MC. Equation (2) is similar to

the form ulas obtained  for a com petitive firm  and a m onopoly. For a 

com petitive firm , MR=p(x1+x2)/ i.e., price equals m arginal revenue, which

equals m arginal cost at profit maximizing output. For a monopoly, Xl is equal

to the industry  output. M arket price in an oligopoly will therefore be lower

than  the m onopoly price, bu t higher than the competitive price.

Since firm 1's profit depends on the ou tpu t decisions m ade by firm 2,

w e can introduce the reaction function, i.e., the function that shows firm 1's

optim al ou tpu t choice as a function of firm 2's decision. Introducing this 

reaction function, x^ = / 1(x2), the first order condition for firm 1 becomes

9*1 (/i (*2)' *2)
— s ; — = 0  (4)

w here / 1(x2) is firm 1’s reaction curve showing how firm 1 reacts to firm 2's 
ou tpu t choice. One hypothetical reaction function is shown in figure 2.
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Output firm 2

Reaction curve of firm 1, how firm 
1 reacts to firm 2's ouput decision

Hypothetical output 
decision of firm 2

Output firm 1

Optimal (n max) choice of production by firm 1

Figure 2. One Reaction Curve and the Optimal Production 
Decision

For the coming analysis it is however the slope of the reaction curve 

tha t is of interest, since the slope reveals the m arginal change in ou tpu t 

decision m ade by, in this case, firm 1 as a response to changes m ade by firm 2. 

By differentiating Equation (4), using the implicit function theorem 3 we get

dxj d^Tr-i/dxjdx

3%2 (P'TZ-t /dxi
(5)

3See, for example, Chiang 1984, 208.
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The denom inator in the right hand  expression is negative because of the 

second order condition. This m eans that the slope of the reaction curve is 

determ ined by the sign of the mixed partial, i.e.,

sign t f i (x2)) = sign (d2K1/d x 1dx2)-

Following Varian (1992), the m ixed partial is negative if the inverse

dem and function is concave (or at least not too convex). Following Tirole

(1993), the actions taken by a firm are considered to be strategic substitutes if 

(d2n 1/ d x 1dx2)<0. Since capacity actions are m ost often considered to be

strategic substitutes, i.e., if one of the firms increases its production, the other

firm  decreases its production, the expression will be negative indicating 

reaction curves sloping dow nw ards4. Figure 2 shows one possible reaction 

curve for firm 1 and firm  1's optim al production decision given the output 

decided by firm 2.

To obtain and show the interdependence betw een the firms in  the

Cournot equilibrium , it is easiest to w ork w ith a case of linear dem and and

costs. Assume linear (inverse) dem and p(X) = 1-X, and the total cost function 

Cj(Xj) = CjXz-, w ith i = 1, 2. Then firm 1 is maximizing

Max (%j) %i(%i, x2) = %i(l-X) -

where X = ^  + x2 From the first order condition

4You can also say that we assume firm 1's marginal profit is decreasing with the other firm's 
quantity.
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dn^Xp x2)
= 1 - 2 x 1 - x 2 - c 1 = 0 

we get firm 1's reaction curve ̂ ( x 2):

1 — *2 — Ci
f 1(x2) = X1 = 2 (6)

In the same w ay we can obtain the reaction curve for firm 2, i.e., how firm 2 

reacts to firm 1’s output decision:

1 — X-i — Co
f2(x l) -  x2 = 2

The C ournot equilibrium  (from firm 1's point of view) can now be obtained 

by replacing x2 in Equation (6) by Equation (7):

X1 -  2 

w hich yields the Cournot equilibrium:

1 4- C2 — 2c-i
*1 = ------ 1-----   (8)

The profit for firm 1 becomes
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<*)

The C ournot equilibrium  from  firm 2's po in t of view  and firm  2's

profit function can be obtained in a similar way. It is now obvious that the

ou tpu t from firm 1 decreases w ith its m arginal cost. It can also be seen that 

firm  1's o u tpu t increases w ith  firm  2's m arginal cost, since a higher c2

reduces the output from firm 2, leaving a higher "residual" dem and for firm 

1, thereby encouraging firm 1 to produce more. The Cournot equilibrium  and 

the effects of changing marginal costs can be seen in figure 3.

Output firm 2

Reaction curves of firm 1, how  
firm 1 reacts to firm 2's ouput 
decision

Reaction curve of firm 2, how  
firm 2 reacts to firm 1' s output 
decision

Output firm 1

Figure 3. Cournot Equilibrium and the Effect of a Decrease in Firm 
1's Marginal Cost
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The Cournot equilibrium is w here the reaction curves intersect. Figure 

3 shows the effects of a decrease in firm 1's marginal cost. O utput from firm 1 

increases and output from firm 2 decreases.

In the above models, no firm  is assum ed to have know ledge of the 

other firm's reaction curve. The ou tpu t from the other firm is in each period 

taken to be given and is assum ed not to be affected by any ou tpu t decision. 

W hen this "Cournot game" is played over time, the long-run equilibrium  is 

w here the reaction curves intersect.

Stackelberg, Quantity Leadership

N ow  assum e instead  th a t one firm , say firm  1, has com plete 

knowledge of how firm 2 will react to firm 1's output decision, bu t that firm 2 

does no t know  about firm  1's reaction. If, as in this case, firm  1 has 

knowledge of firm 2's reaction curve, firm 1 is called a Stackelberg leader and 

firm  2 is called a Stackelberg follower. In this case we let firm 1 choose its 

ou tpu t quantity first (knowing the reactions from firm 2), i.e., we have a two- 

stage game in which firm 1 gets to move first. We begin solving this model 

from  firm  2's poin t of view , since firm  2's problem  is straightforw ard , 

m axim izing its profit given firm  1's decision. The first order condition for 

firm 2 is

p(x1 + x 2) + p'(*i + *2)*2 = c2(*2) (10)

Firm 1 knows the reaction from firm 2, i.e., knows Thus, firm 1 w ants

to maximize
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P(x l +/2(*l))*l "  Cl(x l) (11)

This leads to the first order condition for firm 1:

P(*l + /2W )  + P'(x l + /2(xl))xl + P'(^l +/2(^l))/2,(^l)^1 -CjCXj) = 0,

P(%1 + / 2(^i)) + P’(*i + / 2(^ i))[l + /2 '(x 1)]x1 = c1(a:1)

or

P(X) + p'(X)[l (12)

where X = and x2 = ^ (^ ) -

The term  in Equation (12) is the slope of firm 2's reaction curve

and indicates firm 1's belief of how  firm  2 will react if firm 1 changes its 

optim al ou tpu t choice. If firm 1 has complete knowledge of this slope, then 

the two stage game, choosing output according to first Equation (12) and then 

Equation (10), yields the Stackelberg equilibrium . This equilibrium  can be 

seen graphically in  figure 4. Knowing the reactions from  firm 2, firm  1 

chooses a profit maximizing ou tpu t level on firm 2's reaction curve.

The isoprofit curve for firm  1 indicates the com bination of ou tpu t 

levels of the two firms that yield a constant profit for firm 1. Isoprofit curves 

outside the one in figure 4 indicates lower profit, and isoprofit curves inside 

indicate higher profits. As can be seen in figure 4, firm 1 w ants to operate at 

the point on firm 2's reaction curve where firm 1 has the highest profit. It can
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also be seen that the Stackelberg leader has a higher ou tpu t and the follower 

lower output compared to the Cournot case.

Output firm 2

Reaction curves of firm 1, how  
firm 1 reacts to firm 2's ouput 
decision

Coumot equilibrium

Reaction curve of firm 2, how  
firm 2 reacts to firm 1's output 
decision

Stackelberg equilibrium

Output firm 1

Isoprofit curve for firm 1

Figure 4. Comparison of Cournot and Stackelberg Equilibria

The profit to the leader is generally higher in the Stackelberg case than

in the Cournot case. It can also be show n (Varian 1992: 297) that a firm wants 

to act as a leader if n f a i ,  x2) is a decreasing function of x 2, rc2(* l' *2) *s a 

decreasing function of %% and if the reaction curves /)(%.-) are strictly decreasing

functions.
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D om inant Firm, Price Leadership

Although this study relies on the Cournot reduction w ith quantities as 

the strategic variable, it m ight be w orth  m entioning the dom inant firm  

model of price leadership. In this model it is the price that is taken to be the 

strategic variable and the objective for the dom inant firm is to determ ine the 

optim al value of ^  in order to maximize

P i x i ( P p g 2 ( P i ) )  ~  c i(P v 2 2(Pi)) (13)

In Equation (13) the price set by the follower, p2 = ^ (P i) /  is to be regarded as 

the reaction function that gives the optim al choice of p2 as a function of pj_.

In the case of a homogeneous product, the follower, if it w ants to sell a 

positive am ounts of output, m ust charge the same price as the leader, i.e., p2

= pi. For each price pp  the follower will produce the am ount of output on its

supply  curve, S2(pi), that maximizes its profit. This becomes then a special

case of the Stackelberg m odel w ith  the reaction function equal to the 

competitive fringe supply curve. It can further be shown that the slope of the 

reaction  curve involves calculations of the com petitive fringe supply  

elasticity.5

5See, for example, Ordover and Saloner 1989.
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Chapter 4 

CONJECTURAL VARIATIONS

If the t e r m i n  Equation (12) is not known completely by firm 1, it 

can be thought of as being an arbitrary "conjecture" of how firm 2 is expected

to respond to firm  Ts ou tpu t choice. From now  on we call this term  the 

conjectural variation of firm  1 about firm 2, and denote it by p 12. By

definition p 12 i§ still the slope of the reaction curve, i.e., ü12 = <9x2/  <folz the

"expected" reaction by firm 2 to a change in firm 1's ou tpu t decision. We 

thereby rewrite the first order condition (Equation 12) for firm 1

p(X) + p'(X)[l + v12] = Ci(%i) (14)

By this param eterization and by giving this param eter (v12) different values 

we obtain different models.

a) Z712 = 0, this is the Cournot case (equation 2).
b) v 12 = -1/ this is the competitive outcome, price equals marginal

cost. An increase in firm 1's output is expected to lead to an 
equal decrease in  firm 2's output.

c) v l2 = / 2'(x1), this is obviously the Stackelberg case.
d) v 12 = x2/ x v  this is the collusive outcome (for a symmetric 

duopoly v12 = 1).

In the first case above, the Cournot case, it is im portant to note that the 

output decisions m ade by the competitors are not totally ignored. The level of
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the com petitors' ou tpu t is taken into account; it is, however, assum ed in a 

"Cournot way" that this level is not going to be changed as a reaction to any 

decision m ade by firm 1. This means, among other things, that firm 1 in this 

case takes into account the m arginal effects on the price that follows any 

decisions from firm 1, bu t does not include any m arginal effects on the price 

following its competitors' decisions since their decisions are assum ed to be 

fixed.

In the second case, the competitive case, the decisions m ade by the 

competitors are totally ignored. In this case, each company is so small on the 

m arket that no decision m ade by it will affect the price or any decisions made 

by the other companies.

Equation (14) can be extended easily to an arbitrary num ber of firms (n) 

and a specific point in time (£)6. Consider firm i, (i = 1,..., n) in time t. The first 

order condition for this firm is

PfPO + Pt' ( W  + Pyf] Xit = Cit 

n
where X = and pt'(X) = dpt/d X .  For convenience we write pt(X) = pt and 

z=l
Pt'(X) = Pt':

Pt + x itPt -  cit = - x itVtv ijt (15)

Solving E quation (15) for w e get an expression for the conjectural 

variation for firm i at time t about the other firms:

&See, for example, Varian 1993 and Iwata 1974.
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v ijt = (Pf -  ) -  1 (16>

M aking use of the inverse rule, l / p t' = l / ( d p t / d X )  = d X / d p t, and by 

multiplying each term w ith (pt/ X ) / ( p t/ X)  we get

(17)

w here is the (positive) elasticity of market dem and, - ( dX/ d p t)(pt/ X )  and sit 

is the m arket share of firm i in time t, x it/X .  It is difficult to have an intuitive

interpretation of Equation (17), but one extreme is obvious. If it is a perfectly 

com petitive industry , price equals m arginal cost, and = -1. It is also 

obvious that Vjt = 1 in the symmetric collusive duopoly case (two companies

w ith  equal m arket shares). In that case the market share equals 0.5, and by the
{P t  ~  c it

inverse elasticity rule for m onopoly profit maximization et
Vt

= 1, we

get Vfjt = 1 -

We now  have the conjectural variation of firm  i in time t about the 

other firms, , as a function of the price elasticity, the m arket share, the

price and the m arginal cost, all in time t. If we knew the values on the right

hand  side of Equation (16) and assum ed oligopoly, the conjectural variation

could be calculated and com pared to the outcomes that w ould be expected 

under different models. The different values of over time could perhaps

also be used to see if the analyzed m arket is becom ing m ore or less
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com petitive or is going from  a C ournot equilibrium  to a Stackelberg

equilibrium  in quantities or vice versa.

It is im portant, however, to rem ember that is the conjecture of firm

i about the other firms as a group, so in  some sense we are still dealing w ith 

the duopoly case, i.e., how the firms together are expected to react to firm Vs 

decision. The m odel can be extended to include the expected reactions from 

the indiv idual firms. The first o rder condition for firm  i then  becom es 

(dropping the subscript t)

w here z>/, n is the num ber of firms, and is firm /'s  expected reaction

to firm z's ou tpu t decision. This is basically the same model as Equation (15).

n

;=i

Assum ing ^ ^  ^  =p\ we get

n
P + P'x i I1 + ^ i j  ] = c; 

;=1
(18)

As before (see Equations 15,16 and 17), this can be shown to be

(19)
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The right hand side of Equation (19) can be expanded using sz- = xz/X z and X = 
n

^ X j .  An expansion  like tha t, how ever, does no t change anything. 
i=l

U nfortunately , w e do no t have enough inform ation  to obtain  unique

solutions to the conjectural variation term s on the left side. We have
n

information to get an estimate only of the expected overall reactions, It
M

w ould , how ever, be interesting to estim ate firm  z's conjecture about its 

individual competitors. Such inform ation w ould reveal a company's major 

and  m inor com petitors. A conjecture param eter of -1 for one of the 

com petitors and zero for another w ould m ean that the company is taking 

into  account only the reactions from one of the com petitors, assum ing the 

reaction from the other to be zero (Cournot).

It is, however, beyond the scope of this study to obtain the solution to 

the individual conjectures (if it is possible), and the ensuing analysis will 

calculate and interpret the conjecture of one firm about all its competitors as 

a group.
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Chapter 5 

ESTIMATION AND TEST OF 

HYPOTHESIS ABOUT vit

Equation (17) will be used to get a point estim ate of the conjectural

variation in each time period. In order to do this it is necessary to make three

assum ptions. These assum ptions follow Iwata (1974) and m ean tha t the 

second order conditions will hold as long as > - I 7.

a) The price elasticity of m arket dem and is assum ed to be constant 
regardless of the level of market demand.

b) The marginal cost for each firm is assumed to be constant w ith 
respect to short run  variation in output for each period.

c) The conjectural variation is assumed to be constant in each 
period.

The first assum ption is fairly common. To m eet this assum ption a 

double-logarithmic dem and function will be used. The second assum ption is 

also realistic, at least in mining. Capital intensive industries, as for example 

m ining, often reveal relatively constant marginal and average cost curves up 

to capacity (Torries 1988). The third assum ption means that each oligopolist 

ex ante has som e conjecture about his rivals' reactions, based on past 

experience, and that this conjecture does not change during  a given time 

period.

7It is complicated to show this. For a brief explanation and proof, see Iwata 1974.
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N ot only is the price assum ed to be a function of exogenous variables 

only, bu t so is the m arket share, sit . Price, m arginal cost, and m arket share

are assum ed to be directly observable w ithout uncertainty. The only factor in 

Equation (17) that needs to be estimated is the elasticity of m arket demand.

Estimation of Dem and Elasticity

To get an estimate of the price elasticity for dem and a classical double- 

logarithmic dem and function will be used

w here X, the dependent variable, is quantity dem anded, p is the price of the 

com m odity, and y  can be some other variable that is assum ed to explain 

some of the variation in quantity demanded. #, /^an d  f52 are param eters to be

estim ated , u is the error term , and e «2.718 is the base of the natural 

logarithms. Regarding the error term the classic assum ptions are assum ed to 

ho ld .8

The explantory variables are the iron ore price (f.o.b. Brazilian ore) and 

the production of pig iron in Europe. The production of p ig  iron is used 

because the dem and for iron ore is considered to be a derived dem and, 

derived from the dem and for steel. It w ould perhaps be more appropriate to 

use the c&f, Rotterdam  price in the analysis, bu t the statistics for f.o.b. prices 

are m ore reliable, and it is assum ed here that the two prices are following 

approxim ately the same pattern. Time series data from 1970 to 1989 is used

8See, for example, Koutsoyiannis 1977.

(19)
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for European countries that are m ajor im porters of iron ore and major 

producers of pig iron9 w ith the following results

The estimated regression equation is 
log(import) = - 0.181 - 0.179 log(price) + 1.24 log(pigiron)

Predictor Coef Stdev t-ratio P
Constant -0.1813 0.5610 -0.32 0.751
log(price) -0.17946 0.04197 -4.28 0.001
log(pigiron) 1.2367 0.1383 8.94 0.000

s = 0.04282 R-sq = 82.7% R-sq(adj) = 80.7%

The two elasticities are highly significant and the R2 is relatively high 

(82.7%) suggesting that the price and production of pig iron explain 82.7% of 

the variation in the im port of iron ore in Europe. The point estim ate of the 

price elasticity of dem and is (negative) 0.18, showing, as expected, a relatively 

inelastic dem and. A recent study (Chang 1994) of the Japanese iron  ore 

m arket estim ated the dem and elasticity for Brazilian ore to Japan to be 

approxim ately  (negative) 0.15. This study, how ever, used  the Brazilian 

m arket share as the independent variable.

The elasticity of dem and w ith respect to pig iron production seems to 

be fairly adequate. W ith m odern technology used today in Europe, it takes 

about 1.2 tons of iron ore to produce 1 ton of steel (Priovolos 1987: 11).

9Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, and United 
Kingdom.
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If the price increases by 1 percent the dem and will decrease by 0.18% at 

average. The variance of this point estim ate is 0.041972 = 0.0018. Since the 

error term  is assum ed to follow a norm al distribution, so does the estimate of 

the elasticity of demand.

The Durbin-W atson statistics for serial correlation tu rned  ou t to be 

1.57. By using the ordinary Durbin-W atson test for serial correlation (see, for 

example. Green 1993: 423) I could not reject the null hypothesis of zero serial 

correlation.10

Estim ation of Conjectural Variation Vjf

A ssum ing that we can observe the prices, m arginal costs, and  the 

m arket share, we now  have in form ation  to estim ate the conjectural 

variation:

Est(vü )
Est(£t)

' it

V t  ~ c it >
, Pt  ,

- 1 (20)

Since Est(et) is an unbiased estimator of e t , Est(v^ ) is an unbiased estimator of 

. For the coming tests of different hypotheses we also need the variance of

this estimate:

Var(e% ) = Var
V 'l"

( V t  ~  c it \

P t
- 1 = Var

(Vt  “  c it

Pt

10The observed value of 1.57 is entirely to the right of the 5 percent significance bounds, dL=l.l 
and dU=1.537 (Green 1993, table 7b).
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since the variance of -1 is zero. Setting a = —
i t

(Vt  - c it  ̂
Pt

we get

Var(PIt ) = Var (£t a) -  fl^Var(£t ) or

Vâr(vit ) = Var(£f )
( 1 (Pt  ~  c it Y|
{ s i t Pt JJ (21)

We have now an unbiased estim ate of the dem and elasticity and its

variance. In add ition  we have an  unbiased estim ate of the conjectural

variation and its variance. It should now be possible, w ith  observations of

prices, m arginal costs, and m arket shares, to obtain yearly estimates of the

conjectural variations for different firms or group of firms. It should now

also be possible to test the hypotheses and to calculate confidence intervals for 

the conjectural variation term  v it for different years.
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Chapter 6 

RESULTS

The conjectural variations for Brazil, A ustralia, Scandinavia, Africa

and Canada were estim ated using Equation (20), and the variance in each

estim ate was calculated using Equation (21). The conjectural variation for

each country (or group of countries) was estim ated for the years 1984-1992.

The price variable used was the f.o.b. price received in each country or region

for each year. The m arket is defined by the countries in EG-12 (now EU-12),

and the m arket share is defined as each country's or region's trade in EU-12,

divided by the total am ount of iron ore traded w ith the EU-12. The estimate

of dem and elasticity (0.18) w as used  in  the calculations. Q uantities are

regarded  as being ou tpu t capacities and here we assume low and constant

m arginal cost up  to that capacity. This low m arginal cost assum ption means 

that the price-cost m argin, (P f-c#)/p f, *n the iron ore industry is relatively

close to unity , leading to a small effect on the conjectural variation. Any 

change in  the price-cost m argin  does, how ever, change the conjectural 

variation. This will help to explain the eventual changes in the conjectural 

variations over time. As an estim ate of the m arginal costs in  different 

countries I have used the cost data presented by the U.S. Bureau of Mines. 

Data and calculations are presented in appendix A.

The estim ated conjectural variation terms are presented in table 3. The 

values for Brazil are consistently below zero w ith a slight trend of becoming
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m ore and more negative, indicating that Brazil is to a greater and greater 

extent considering the actions of its competitors in m aking its ow n ou tpu t 

decisions. The values for the other countries do not consistently fall on either 

side of zero, and confidence intervals for the yearly values of the conjectural 

variation do not exclude zero. It is only for Brazil that the null hypothesis of 

zero conjectural variation (Cournot behavior) can be rejected at 5 percent 

significant level. The confidence intervals are given in appendix B.

Table 3. Conjectural Variation Estimates

Year Brazil A ustralia Scandinavia Africa Canada

1984 -0.46 0.18 -0.01 -0.35 0.28
1985 -0.47 0.13 0.06 -0.20 0.00
1986 -0.48 0.25 0.10 -0.22 -0.03
1987 -0.52 0.10 0.11 -0.18 -0.01
1988 -0.51 -0.05 0.24 -0.20 0.07
1989 -0.51 0.05 0.36 -0.21 0.15
1990 -0.59 0.13 0.42 0.09 0.33
1991 -0.57 0.01 0.38 0.38 0.14
1992 -0.59 -0.01 0.27 0.45 0.24

Since we can reject the Cournot hypothesis for Brazil, we can say that 

Brazil does consider the reactions from  other countries. For 1992, for 

exam ple, Brazil conjectured that the other countries w ould decrease their 

production by 0.59 for every unit of increase in Brazil. Since we cannot reject 

the C ournot hypothesis for the other countries or regions — A ustralia,
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Scandinavia, Africa and Canada — w e cannot exclude the possibility that 

they do "play" a C ournot game, i.e., they take the production  from their 

competitors as given w hen making their own output decisions.

It thus appears that the European iron ore m arket reflects a Stackelberg 

situa tion  w ith  Brazil acting as the leader. Brazil considers the o u tp u t 

decisions from other countries and conjectures a decrease of its competitors' 

ou tpu t w hen increasing its ow n production. This means that Brazil has an 

add itional factor to consider in its ou tpu t decision. Brazil "knows" the 

reaction from the other countries and "picks" a point on their, instead of its 

ow n, reaction curve (see figure 4). The other countries do not have this 

conjecture, they take any output as given in m aking their decisions; they are 

acting as followers or are playing a Cournot game.

M arket share is the major contributor to the level and changes in the 

conjectural variations. An increased m arket share m akes the conjectural 

variation smaller, i.e., more and more negative. A company or country that 

is increasing its m arket share seems, therefore, to take m ore and  more 

account of its competitors' reactions.

It is puzzling that the values for Scandinavia, Africa, and Canada are 

becom ing m ore and m ore positive as the values for Brazil are becom ing 

more and more negative. These three countries appear to conjecture that the 

other countries will increase their production w hen their ow n production 

increases, suggesting collusive behavior or at least an expectation that the 

other firm  will "match" an increase or decrease in output. So although the
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confidence intervals include zero, the trend for the conjectural variation for 

these countries is puzzling.

Two possible explanations m ight be that the countries expand together 

in  an economic upsw ing and that natural m arket segm entation exists as a 

result of transport constraints and buyer diversification. The iron ore m arket 

d id  expand in the m iddle of the observed period. Since Sweden, the major 

producer in Scandinavia, is to a greater extent trading on a short-term basis, it 

expands in an upsw ing w ithout any expectations of decreasing ou tpu t from 

its competitors. In addition, specific requirem ents from buyers regarding the 

right mix of inpu t in  the blast furnace can m ean tha t the dem and for 

different qualities from different mines increases in an economic upsw ing. 

This can help explain the positive values for conjectural variations for 

different countries. If, for example Scandinavia increases its output, it does 

expect an  increase from  other suppliers. Yet another factor th a t does 

complicate the analysis for Sweden is the product differentiation that has 

been the major activity in Sweden during the late 1980s. The major product 

sold by Sweden today is not iron ore, as this country has, from the m id 1980s, 

become more and more devoted to the market for pellets.

The average values for the conjectural variations for the observed 

years are given in table 4. For the mean values, we get almost the same result. 

For Brazil, the C ournot hypothesis can definitely be rejected. Brazil does 

consider the reactions of other countries in m aking its decisions and appears 

to act as a Stackelberg leader. For the other countries, except Scandinavia, the 

confidence in tervals include zero, i.e., w e cannot reject the C ournot
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possibility. It is not certain that these countries consider the reactions from 

the other countries. It is im portant, however, to realize that they do consider 

the level of production in  other countries, bu t do not expect the levels to 

change.

Table 4. Mean Conjectural Variations for 1984-1992 and Confidence Intervals

Country Mean (v) St. dev (v)
95% confidence interval 

Lower lim it U pper limit

Brazil -0.52 0.0038 -0.59 -0.45
A ustralia 0.09 0.086 -0.08 0.26
Scandinavia 0.21 0.096 0.02 0.40
Africa -0.05 0.078 -0.20 0.10
Canada 0.13 0.085 -0.04 0.30

For Scandinavia, however, the confidence interval does not include 

zero. The interval is entirely on the positive side of zero, indicating in theory 

a "collusive" behavior. Possible explanations for this have been given earlier. 

The lower confidence lim it is "close" to zero, and considering the unstable 

behavior over time, the value of conjectural variation is uncertain  in  this 

case.

As m entioned, it is the m arket share that contributes m ost to the 

different levels of conjectural variation and its changes. How sensitive then 

is the above result w ith respect to changing costs, price elasticity of dem and, 

and m arket shares? The answer is that the conjectural variation factor is not
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very sensitive to changing costs, and is about equally sensitive to changing 

dem and elasticity and changing m arket shares.

For a 50 percent reduction  in costs in  Brazil, for exam ple, the 

conjectural variation for Brazil will decrease by betw een 4 percent and  6 

percent. A 1 percent increase in dem and elasticity will m ean a decrease of the 

conjectural variation by approximately 1 percent. The same is of course valid 

for a decrease in  the dem and elasticity. The same holds for the m arket share. 

A 1 percent increase in m arket share will on average yield a 1 percent 

decrease in the conjectural variation. Similarly, for a 1 percent decrease in 

m arket share, the conjectural variation will on the average increase by 1 

percent.
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Chapter 7 

CONCLUSIONS

The C ournot hypothesis w as rejected for Brazil, b u t could not be 

rejected for the o ther countries and regions in  the study  — A ustralia, 

Scandinavia, Africa and Canada. This m eans that A ustralia, Scandinavia, 

Africa and Canada could be playing a Cournot game in  quantities on the 

European market. These countries seem not to consider any reaction from 

the other countries, i.e., they take the production from the other countries as 

given w hen they make their output decisions.

This is not the case for Brazil. It does consider the reactions of other 

countries; it expects that other countries will decrease their production if 

Brazil increases its production. The trend in the conjectural variation for 

Brazil also shows that it seems to expect a greater reaction from  the other 

countries over time. This suggest that Brazil is acting as a Stackelberg leader 

on the European m arket for iron ore. Knowing the reactions from the other 

countries, Brazil m ight "pick" a point on its competitors' reaction curve and 

thereby achieve a level of ou tpu t higher than if it were to play a Cournot 

game. The major explanation for this behavior seems to be the increasing 

m arket share that Brazil has experienced during the observed period.

The m arket share appears to be the major contributing factor in the 

determ ination  of conjectural variation and its changes over time. As a 

company or country grows bigger it seems to act more as a leader in that it
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expects a decrease in the competitors' ou tpu t as a response to its ow n output. 

This also means that it does not expect any major effects on the price since an 

increasing ou tpu t is expected to be offset by the competitors. Being in this 

position, Brazil does have an indirect influence over price in  m aking its 

ou tpu t decision.

W hat are then the implications for the future? Can Brazil take over 

the E uropean m arket totally? Probably not. W ith a continuing trend  of 

shorter contract lengths, there will be opportunities for small mines to make 

contracts for deliveries before Brazil. Future buyer d iversification and 

product differentiation also speak in favor of the future existence of smaller 

mines. A lthough Brazil is the lowest-cost producer in the w orld, buyers will 

not totally rely on deliveries from one single seller. In addition, blast furnaces 

still require a certain mix of different qualities, a mix that a single supplier 

cannot fulfill.

A m ore in teresting and im portan t question is w hether Brazil can 

become a leader on the w orld market. Brazil has, during the beginning of the 

1990s, experienced an increasing m arket share on the Japanese market. The 

cost advantage in Brazil is apparently so significant today that it can supply 

the Japanese m arket at a c&f price lower than the c&f price from Australia.

There are signs that Brazil is now concentrating its efforts tow ards the 

Japanese m arket, perhaps in the belief that its part of the European m arket 

cannot grow m uch more. The significant difference in price of Brazilian ore 

betw een the European m arket and the Japanese m arket, the trend of early
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price settlements on the Japanese m arket in December and January, slightly 

before settlements on the European market, are some of the signs.

Prior to and during  the observed period, Brazil strengthened its 

position on the European m arket as a "Stackelberg" leader, and there are 

signs, outlined above, that indicate that Brazil is now trying to do the same 

on the Japanese market. W hether Brazil can succeed in its efforts will depend 

on a num ber of different factors: the difference in costs betw een Brazil and 

Australia, the transportation costs, and the buyer strategy on the Japanese 

m arket, just to m ention some. One thing, however, is certain: the expected 

continuing efforts of Brazil on the Japanese m arket, the trend of uncertain 

tim ing of price settlem ents, and the uncertainty about the future contract 

lengths, makes price forecasting for the rest of the century very uncertain.
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APPENDIX A 

Data

Year Market
Share

E lasticity/ 
Market Share

Price Price/Cost
margin

Conjectural
Variation

Brazil 1984 0.30 0.60 26.15 0.91 -0.46
1985 0.31 0.59 26.65 0.91 -0.47
1986 0.31 0.57 26.26 0.91 -0.48
1987 0.34 0.53 24.50 0.90 -0.52
1988 0.33 0.55 23.50 0.90 -0.51
1989 0.34 0.54 26.56 0.91 -0.51
1990 0.41 0.44 30.80 0.92 -0.59
1991 0.38 0.47 33.25 0.93 -0.57
1992 0.41 0.44 31.62 0.92 -0.59

Year Market
Share

E lasticity/ 
Market Share

Price Price/Cost
margin

Conjectural
Variation

Australia 1984 0.13 1.35 23.60 0.87 0.18
1985 0.14 1.28 26.65 0.89 0.13
1986 0.13 1.41 26.20 0.89 0.25
1987 0.14 1.28 21.55 0.86 0.10
1988 0.16 1.11 21.10 0.86 -0.05
1989 0.15 1.18 25.70 0.88 0.05
1990 0.14 1.24 32.00 0.91 0.13
1991 0.16 1.11 33.55 0.91 0.01
1992 0.17 1.09 32.65 0.91 -0.01

Year Market
Share

E lasticity/ 
Market Share

Price Price/Cost
margin

Conjectural
Variation

Scandinavia 1984 0.13 1.38 27.70 0.71 -0.01
1985 0.12 1.47 28.50 0.72 0.06
1986 0.12 1.54 27.90 0.72 0.10
1987 0.11 1.61 25.25 0.69 0.11
1988 0.10 1.78 26.00 0.70 0.24
1989 0.10 1.84 30.00 0.74 0.36
1990 0.10 1.83 35.70 0.78 0.42
1991 0.10 1.76 37.10 0.79 0.38
1992 0.11 1.62 36.50 0.78 0.27
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Year Market
Share

Elasticity/ 
Market Share

Price Price/Cost
margin

Conjectural
Variation

Africa 1984 0.24 0.76 27.75 0.87 -0.35
1985 0.20 0.91 28.95 0.87 -0.20
1986 0.20 0.89 28.60 0.87 -0.22
1987 0.19 0.96 26.00 0.86 -0.18
1988 0.19 0.93 25.10 0.85 -0.20
1989 0.20 0.90 28.65 0.87 -0.21
1990 0.15 1.23 33.65 0.89 0.09
1991 0.12 1.54 36.20 0.90 0.38
1992 0.11 1.62 34.15 0.89 0.45

Year Market
Share

Elasticity/ 
Market Share

Price Price/Cost
margin

Conjectural
Variation

Canada 1984 0.11 1.61 26.80 0.79 0.28
1985 0.14 1.21 26.80 0.79 0.00
1986 0.15 1.22 26.50 0.79 -0.03
1987 0.14 1.25 27.17 0.80 -0.01
1988 0.13 1.39 23.65 0.77 0.07
1989 0.12 1.45 27.00 0.80 0.15
1990 0.11 1.61 31.80 0.83 0.33
1991 0.13 1.35 34.60 0.84 0.14
1992 0.12 1.48 33.15 0.83 0.24
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APPENDIX B 

Confidence intervals

Year Conjectural
Variation

Standard
Deviation

95percent Confidence 
Lower-Upper Limit

Brazil 1984 -0.46 0.13 -0.71 -0.20
1985 -0.47 0.13 -0.71 -0.22
1986 -0.48 0.12 -0.72 -0.24
1987 -0.52 0.11 -0.74 -0.30
1988 -0.51 0.12 -0.74 -0.28
1989 -0.51 0.11 -0.74 -0.29
1990 -0.59 0.10 -0.78 -0.41
1991 -0.57 0.10 -0.77 -0.37
1992 -0.59 0.10 -0.78 -0.40

Year Conjectural
Variation

Standard
Deviation

95percent Confidence 
Lower-Upper Limit

Australia 1984 0.18 0.28 -0.37 0.72
1985 0.13 0.27 -0.39 0.66
1986 0.25 0.29 -0.33 0.83
1987 0.10 0.26 -0.41 0.61
1988 -0.05 0.22 -0.49 0.39
1989 0.05 0.25 -0.44 0.53
1990 0.13 0.27 -0.39 0.65
1991 0.01 0.24 -0.46 0.47
1992 -0.01 0.23 -0.47 0.44

Year Conjectural
Variation

Standard
Deviation

95percent Confidence 
Lower-Upper Limit

Scandinavia 1984 -0.01 0.23 -0.47 0.44
1985 0.06 0.25 -0.43 0.56
1986 0.10 0.26 -0.41 0.61
1987 0.11 0.26 -0.40 0.62
1988 0.24 0.29 -0.33 0.81
1989 0.36 0.32 -0.27 0.98
1990 0.42 0.34 -0.24 1.08
1991 0.38 0.33 -0.26 1.02
1992 0.27 0.30 -0.32 0.86
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Year Conjectural
Variation

Standard
Deviation

95percent Confidence 
Lower-Upper Limit

Africa 1984 -0.35 0.15 -0.65 -0.04
1985 -0.20 0.19 -0.57 0.17
1986 -0.22 0.18 -0.58 0.14
1987 -0.18 0.19 -0.56 0.20
1988 -0.20 0.19 -0.57 0.16
1989 -0.21 0.19 -0.58 0.15
1990 0.09 0.26 -0.41 0.60
1991 0.38 0.33 -0.26 1.02
1992 0.45 0.34 -0.22 1.11

Year Conjectural
Variation

Standard
Deviation

95percent Confidence 
Lower-Upper Limit

1984 0.28 0.30 -0.31 0.87
1985 0.00 0.24 . -0.46 0.47
1986 -0.03 0.23 -0.48 0.41
1987 -0.01 0.23 -0.47 0.45
1988 0.07 0.25 -0.43 0.56
1989 0.15 0.27 -0.38 0.68
1990 0.33 0.31 -0.29 0.94
1991 0.14 0.27 -0.39 0.66
1992 0.24 0.29 -0.33 0.81


